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In general, the temporal structure of stimuli must be considered to account for certain observations
made in detection and masking experiments in the audio-frequency domain. Two such phenomena
are 共1兲 a heightened sensitivity to amplitude increments with a temporal fringe compared to gated
level discrimination performance and 共2兲 lower tone-in-noise detection thresholds using a
modulated masker compared to those using an unmodulated masker. In the current study,
translations of these two experiments were carried out to test the hypothesis that analogous cues
might be used in the envelope-frequency domain. Pure-tone carrier amplitude-modulation 共AM兲
depth-discrimination thresholds were found to be similar using both traditional gated stimuli and
using a temporally modulated fringe for a fixed standard depth 共ms = 0.25兲 and a range of AM
frequencies 共4 – 64 Hz兲. In a second experiment, masked sinusoidal AM detection thresholds were
compared in conditions with and without slow and regular fluctuations imposed on the instantaneous
masker AM depth. Release from masking was obtained only for very slow masker fluctuations 共less
than 2 Hz兲. A physiologically motivated model that effectively acts as a first-order envelope change
detector accounted for several, but not all, of the key aspects of the data. © 2007 Acoustical Society
of America. 关DOI: 10.1121/1.2535868兴
PACS number共s兲: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Dc 关JHG兴

I. INTRODUCTION

When discussing temporal cues in sounds, it is necessary
to differentiate features that change on different time scales.
On a relatively short time scale, a sound’s pressure waveform
fluctuates about zero; these variations are referred to as fine
structure and are determined by the instantaneous audio frequency of the stimulus. In contrast, a signal’s temporal envelope changes on a longer time scale and is always positive;
the envelope is a description of the slow variations in overall
level that define the instantaneous amplitude. It is useful to
describe complex temporal amplitude modulations in the
envelope-frequency domain. Virtually all natural sounds
have complex audio-frequency domain spectra and complex
envelope-frequency domain spectra.
A variety of fundamental experimental paradigms originally used in audio-frequency psychoacoustics have recently
been translated into their envelope-frequency equivalents. In
the process, certain parallels have emerged between the effective signal processing that is inferred to take place in the
two domains. Masked tone-detection experiments that compare the amount of masking with different spectral relation2168
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ships between the signal and masker indicate perceptual frequency tuning in both audio frequency 共e.g., Wegel and
Lane, 1924兲 and envelope frequency 共e.g., Houtgast, 1989兲.
Also, the “asymmetry of masking” has been observed in both
domains 关e.g., Moore et al., 1998; Derleth and Dau, 2000
共audio frequency兲; Ewert et al., 2002 共envelope frequency兲兴,
with tones proving to be relatively ineffective maskers of
noise signals compared to the masking effect on tonal signals
produced by a noise masker. Wojtczak and Viemeister 共2005兲
showed nonsimultaneous 共forward兲 masking in the envelopefrequency domain that has direct counterparts in audiofrequency psychophysics 共e.g., Lüscher and Zwislocki,
1949兲. The ability to resolve tone level is also broadly similar across domains, with an approximately 1 – 2-dB increase
in the standard level 共SPL in audio frequency, 20 log m in
envelope frequency兲 required to reliably discriminate the levels of two supra-threshold sounds 关e.g., Florentine et al.,
1987 共audio兲; Ewert and Dau, 2004 共envelope兲兴. These qualitative similarities suggest that the processes fundamental to
perception in the two domains may be conceptualized in a
single framework, despite the fact that the underlying mechanisms may be quite different.
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In this study, the hypothesis that two other robust audiofrequency phenomena would be observed in the envelopefrequency domain was tested. These phenomena are 共1兲 a
heightened sensitivity to increments with a continuous carrier 共or a temporal fringe兲 relative to gated-carrier level discrimination performance and 共2兲 lower thresholds in a tonein-noise detection task with a temporally amplitudemodulated 共AM兲 masker than in conditions with a random
共unmodulated兲 masker. The second observation has been
termed comodulation masking release 共CMR兲 in the audiofrequency domain because it is most robust when several
frequency channels are simultaneously and coherently modulated. Both audio-frequency observations can be at least partially attributed to AM-related cues 共e.g., Gallun and Hafter,
2006; Schooneveldt and Moore, 1989兲. Therefore, upon
transposition into the envelope-frequency domain, the analogous cues in such tasks would be related to the second-order
envelope 共Lorenzi et al., 2001兲, or “venelope” 共Ewert et al.,
2002兲.
The current understanding of venelope perception can be
summarized as follows: Sinusoidal modulation of the depth
of a first-order AM carrier is detectable under some conditions 共e.g., Lorenzi et al., 2001兲, but the perceptual salience
of venelope components is generally found to be weaker than
that of first-order envelope fluctuations 共Ewert et al., 2002兲.
Venelope fluctuations can interact with envelope detection
and vice versa 共e.g., Moore et al., 1999; Ewert et al., 2002兲;
this finding can be qualitatively accounted for with several
physiologically realistic nonlinearities that effectively transform second-order envelope components into first-order envelope components 共Shofner et al., 1996兲. Alternatively,
venelope cues could take the form of temporal variations in
the output of envelope-frequency-tuned modulation filters
共Ewert et al., 2002; Füllgrabe et al., 2005; Füllgrabe and
Lorenzi, 2005兲, which could interfere at some later stage of
processing with the output of the modulation filter tuned to
the signal frequency.
In the audio-frequency domain, listeners are more sensitive to level differences presented as continuous-carrier
level increments than presented as gated tones with different
SPLs 共e.g., Campbell and Lasky, 1967; Viemeister and Bacon, 1988; Bacon and Viemeister, 1994兲. An energy-based
detection model cannot explain the difference in thresholds
in the two conditions. Instead, the temporal structure of the
standard, target, and interstimulus intervals must be taken
into account. This finding can be considered from several
perspectives. One possibility is that the memory requirements of the system are higher in gated-carrier level discrimination than for increment detection, where listeners
could potentially perform the task without comparing across
intervals even in a two-alternative forced-choice task 共Harris,
1963兲. This explanation is less than satisfactory because,
near threshold, there is certainly an element of comparison
across intervals even in the continuous-carrier task: the listener must decide which interval sounded the most like it
contained an increment or “bump.” Also, the relatively short
intervals between stimuli probably render memory noise
negligible with respect to sensation noise in most two-or
three-interval paradigms 共Durlach and Braida, 1969兲.
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Another related explanation holds that the improved sensitivity results because the system could be making decisions
by detecting changes in the increment task 共Macmillan,
1971; Hafter et al., 1997兲. Onsets and offsets of gated stimuli
result in excitation of the putative modulation filterbank
共e.g., Dau et al., 1997兲 in both standard and target intervals
that depends on the shape and duration of the ramps applied
to the carrier 共Gallun and Hafter, 2006兲. Increment detection
paradigms using a continuous pedestal, on the other hand,
cause a change in the signal envelope only in the target interval. As a result, transient onset 共and offset兲 responses are
present in only one of the observation intervals. Also, gated
paradigms require the listener to identify the interval containing the more intense sound, while continuous-carrier
level discrimination can be performed without knowing the
direction of the change in level 共Hafter et al., 1997兲.
Physiologically, absolute firing-rate changes in single
auditory-nerve fiber 共ANF兲 responses to increases in SPL do
not depend on the temporal position of the increment with
respect to the onset of the pedestal 共e.g., Smith and Zwislocki, 1975; Smith and Brachman, 1982; Smith et al., 1985兲.
Instead, the relative increase in instantaneous rate increases
as the delay between pedestal onset and increment is lengthened, because the response to the pedestal decreases with
time. If it is assumed that a constant fractional increase in the
response is required to reach threshold, these findings can
also qualitatively account for the perceptual gatedcontinuous difference.
Fringe effects in level discrimination have provided a
long-standing challenge for pure power-spectrum models of
audio-frequency processing; tone-in-noise detection tasks
that compare masking by modulated and unmodulated
maskers have emerged more recently as challenges to such
long-term energy-based models 共e.g., Schooneveldt and
Moore, 1989; Verhey et al., 1999兲. This article focuses on a
simple class of CMR experiments: those that use a single
noise masker centered on the signal frequency. This class of
CMR paradigms yields the most significant and robust release from masking when the masker is broadband and fully
modulated 共Verhey et al., 2003兲. Several cues could potentially underlie a release from masking 共i.e., lower thresholds
with a modulated masker compared to unmodulated masker
conditions兲. A “dip-listening” model suggests that the listeners are able to selectively attend to the periods of the stimulus with low masker amplitudes, thus improving the local
signal-to-noise ratio 共SNR; Buus, 1985兲. Another possible
cue, which is mainly based on the processing in the peripheral channel tuned to the signal frequency 共within-channel
processing兲, is the overall smoothing of the masker fluctuations upon addition of the signal 共Schooneveldt and Moore,
1989; Verhey et al., 1999兲. Across-peripheral-channel comparisons of target-interval differences might also be used if
the bandwidth of the masker is sufficiently broad 共e.g., Hall
et al., 1984兲. All of these mechanisms have been used to
understand CMR in the audio-frequency domain.
Based on these empirical audio-frequency observations,
the current study presents envelope-frequency-domain versions of the experiments that led to them. Listeners’ access to
venelope cues should determine whether differential effects
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will be observed in 共1兲 continuous- and gated-carrier AM
depth discrimination and 共2兲 sinusoidal AM 共SAM兲 detection
in the presence of a noise AM masker with and without slow
and regular fluctuations in overall modulation depth. The remainder of this article is divided into three main sections.
Two lines of psychophysical experiments are described and
discussed in the first two sections. The third part focuses on
interpretation of the findings with the help of a physiologically motivated computational model.
II. EXPERIMENT I. LEVEL DISCRIMINATION AND
INCREMENT DETECTION IN THE
ENVELOPE-FREQUENCY DOMAIN

The goal of the first set of experiments was to determine
whether continuous-carrier AM-depth-discrimination thresholds were lower than traditional gated-carrier thresholds.
Two reasonable hypotheses lead to predictions of a difference in performance between the two paradigms. First, adaptation at the output of modulation-tuned channels could
have the effect of masking across-interval depth differences,
since neural responses often exhibit more variability at
higher response amplitudes 共e.g., Young and Barta, 1986; see
Sec. IV of the current study兲. This would result in poorer
performance in the gated conditions. Alternatively, because
energy increment detection in the audio-frequency domain is
at least partly associated with modulation detection 共Wojtczak and Viemeister, 1999兲 and coded along the modulation
dimension 共Gallun and Hafter, 2006兲, a corresponding task in
the envelope domain may provide another cue along an additional dimension, the hypothetical venelope dimension,
which might lead to lower thresholds in the continuouscarrier condition relative to the gated case.
A. Methods
1. Listeners

The experiments were carried out at the Centre for Applied Hearing Research at the Technical University of Denmark 共DTU兲. All of the listeners participated voluntarily and
had pure-tone detection thresholds less than 20 dB HL at
octave frequencies between 125 and 8000 Hz. Their ages
ranged from 23 to 39 years. Three of the four subjects in the
main experiments had significant experience in related psychoacoustic testing; two of the authors 共PCN, TD兲 were part
of this group. Four additional listeners were recruited to participate in the extension of experiment I 共Sec. II B 2兲 because
of the relatively large across-subject variability.
2. Apparatus and stimuli

Subjects listened diotically via Sennheiser HD 580 circumaural headphones in a double-walled, sound-attenuating
booth. Stimulus generation and presentation were carried out
in MATLAB using the AFC software package developed at
the University of Oldenburg and at DTU. A 48-kHz sampling
rate was used to digitally generate stimuli. The carrier was a
70-dB SPL, 5.5-kHz pure tone. Sinusoidal AM was applied
for the entire 500-ms duration, and a 50-ms raised-cosine
window was applied at the onset and offset of observation2170
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the gated-continuous difference in the audio 共left兲
and envelope 共right兲 frequency domains. Schematic illustrations of stimulus
waveforms in the two experiments are shown in 共a兲 and 共c兲 共horizontal bars
between the stimuli indicate the timing of the 500-ms observation intervals兲.
共b兲 Audio-frequency level discrimination thresholds measured with gated
共closed circles兲 and quasi-continuous pedestals 共closed squares兲. 共d兲 AM
depth discrimination thresholds for a modulated standard 共ms = 0.25兲 obtained with traditional gated intervals 共open circles兲, and with quasicontinuous modulation presented before, between, and after the observation
intervals 共open squares兲. For both 共b兲 and 共d兲: f c = 5500 Hz; standard SPL
= 70 dB. Each symbol is the average threshold for four listeners; error bars
indicate ±1 standard deviation of the individual mean thresholds.

interval stimuli. Inter-observation-interval durations 共between possible target interval presentations兲 were also
500 ms in duration.
For comparison to the envelope-domain results, thresholds for the audio-frequency versions of pure-tone gated
level discrimination and quasi-continuous increment detection 共i.e., with a temporal fringe兲 were also measured in the
same subjects. Signal duration, inter-observation-interval,
gating parameters, SPL, and carrier frequency were the same
as in the envelope-frequency experiments. The corresponding example stimulus waveforms are shown in Fig. 1共a兲.
The modulating waveforms for the AM depth discrimination paradigm in the gated conditions were identical to
those described in Ewert and Dau 共2004兲. The observationinterval stimuli are described by the following equation:
s共t兲 = sin共2 f ct兲关1 + ms冑1 + minc sin共2 f mt兲兴,
where f c is the carrier frequency 共5500 Hz兲, ms is the standard modulation depth, minc is the relative depth increment
共zero in the standard intervals兲, and f m is the modulation
frequency. The comparison 共target interval兲 depth can be
related to the standard depth and depth increment simply
as mc = ms冑1 + minc. Using a notation more in line with
audio-frequency level discrimination literature, minc can
also be thought of as the Weber fraction, i.e., minc = 共m2c
− ms2兲 / ms2. Whereas the earlier study 共Ewert and Dau,
2004兲 focused on the effects of standard-interval modulation depth for a fixed-frequency 共16-Hz兲 sinusoidal AM,
the current experiments used a fixed standard depth 共ms兲
of −12 dB 共in 20 log m; linear m = 0.25兲 and varied two
other parameters. Here, the influences of modulation frequency 共f m = 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 Hz兲 and gating choices
were examined. The traditional AM depth-discrimination
stimuli 共e.g., Wakefield and Viemeister, 1990; Lee and
Bacon, 1997; Ewert and Dau, 2004兲 are referred to as
“gated” and the envelope-domain equivalent of increment
Nelson et al.: Modulation depth discrimination and masking release

detection as “quasi-continuous” or “fringe” conditions.
The critical difference between the gated and fringe conditions was confined to the stimulus presented between observation intervals in the three-interval paradigm. In gated
conditions, a silent interval separated three modulated tones
共the two standard intervals contained tones with a modulation depth ms of 0.25; the target interval was a tone with
some AM depth higher than ms兲. In contrast, the quasicontinuous conditions were comprised of a 500-ms modulated tone 共ms = 0.25兲 that was present in the two interobservation intervals and also before the first interval and
after the third and final interval. Example stimulus waveforms for the gated 共top兲 and fringe conditions 共bottom兲 are
shown in Fig. 1共c兲. Stimulus amplitudes in all three intervals
were gated with 50-ms ramps, regardless of the gating mode
共this was also the case for the audio-frequency level discrimination stimuli兲.

3. Procedure

Listeners were trained until four consecutive threshold
estimates in each condition showed no evidence of learning.
Two additional threshold estimates were obtained if the standard deviation of the four estimates was greater than 3 dB
共this happened once in all of the experiments described here兲.
Average data are presented as the mean and standard deviation of the subjects’ final depth-discrimination threshold estimates.
A three-interval, three-alternative forced-choice paradigm with visual correct-answer feedback was used along
with a two-down, one-up adaptive tracking procedure 共Levitt, 1971兲. This combination of parameters yields convergence on the 70.7% point of the psychometric function and a
threshold estimate that corresponds to a d⬘ of unity. The
listeners’ task was to identify the observation interval containing the higher signal AM depth. Observation-interval
timing was identified with visual cues presented synchronously with the standard and target interval stimuli on the
computer monitor. The stimulus parameter that was varied in
the tracking procedure was the fractional AM depth increment in dB 共10 log minc兲. The initial 4-dB signal-interval step
size was halved after each of the first two track reversals
occurring after consecutive correct responses. Six reversals
were required after the final 1-dB step size was reached;
threshold for a given track was taken as the mean signal level
corresponding to the target-interval AM depth used at those
six points. The order of stimulus presentation was randomized across parameters 共gating mode and AM frequency兲 for
each listener.
The audio-frequency level-discrimination experimental
procedures were essentially identical to those used to measure AM depth-discrimination sensitivity. The tracking variable used was also similar. The Weber fraction in dB
共10 log ⌬I / I兲 was adjusted until the target interval was just
noticeably different from the two standard observation intervals.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

B. Results
1. Discrimination thresholds with gated and fringe
presentation modes

The magnitude of the audio-frequency gated-continuous
difference was measured first; mean level discrimination results are shown in Fig. 1共b兲. Enhanced sensitivity to increment 共fringe兲 conditions has been demonstrated in previous
studies; the average difference for the listeners in the current
study was 4 – 5 dB. The magnitude of the effect in our listeners was in line with the average 4.6-dB difference found at
SPLs above 35 dB by Viemeister and Bacon 共1988兲, who
used a continuous 1000-Hz carrier and 200-ms observation
intervals. Absolute discrimination thresholds in the gated
conditions in the current study 共10 log ⌬I / I = −6.5 dB兲 are
slightly better than the thresholds for matching carrier frequencies and standard levels reported by Florentine et al.
共1987兲; this may be attributable to differences in presentation
mode 共monaural in Florentine et al. versus diotic in the current study兲.
Average modulation-depth discrimination thresholds are
shown in Fig. 1共d兲 for a range of modulation frequencies.
The most relevant aspect of the data for the purposes of the
current study is the similarity in performance for the gated
共circles兲 and fringe conditions 共squares兲, which is in contrast
to the findings in the audio-frequency domain. Performance
was broadly consistent across listeners, as suggested by the
size of the standard deviation bars 共⬍1.6 dB兲. Listener L4
was slightly more sensitive in the fringe conditions, while L2
exhibited lower thresholds in the gated conditions. Because
these individual differences were similar in magnitude and
stable across AM frequency for both listeners, they effectively cancelled out in the mean data.
Mean AM-depth Weber fractions 关in 10 log共共m2c
2
− ms 兲 / ms2兲兴 dropped from approximately 0 dB at 4 Hz to
− 4 dB at 32 and 64 Hz. These values are equivalent to
target-interval depths at threshold ranging from mc = 0.35 to
0.30 for a modulated standard 共ms = 0.25兲 and are consistent
with previous studies that have found decreases in threshold
at higher AM frequencies with a fixed-duration stimulus 共i.e.,
Lee and Bacon, 1997兲. Thresholds in the gated condition at
16 Hz 共−2.1 dB兲 were within 1 dB of those reported by Ewert and Dau 共2004兲, who used a 16-Hz signal with a standard
depth of ms = 0.225, among others, imposed on a 65-dB SPL,
4-kHz carrier.
2. Gated and fringe AM detection thresholds and
comparison with “static” level discrimination
performance

Previous studies have reported an enhancement of SAM
detection thresholds at low modulation rates 共艋 ⬃ 10 Hz兲
when a temporal fringe was used instead of gating the carriers 共Viemeister, 1979; Yost and Sheft, 1997兲. The current
finding of identical discrimination thresholds in the first experiment 共with ms = 0.25兲 appears incompatible with these
earlier findings. In order to determine whether the listeners in
the current study also exhibited a gated-continuous difference for AM detection, an extension of the first experiment
was added: thresholds in several related envelope-processing
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 Mean audio-frequency level discrimination thresholds 共solid
symbols兲 and envelope-frequency detection thresholds 共open symbols兲 under different gating conditions. Squares represent performance with a quasicontinuous carrier; circles correspond to thresholds with gated carriers. Conditions AM1 and AM2 are distinguishable based on the presence 共AM1兲 or
absence 共AM2兲 of a dc component in the target interval. 共b兲 Schematic
illustrations of the stimulus envelopes used in each condition. Conditions
INC and ID are re-plotted from Fig. 1共b兲. Error bars represent across-listener
standard deviations 共as in Fig. 1兲.

tasks were directly compared in an effort to better map out
the differences between AM discrimination and detection,
and to establish relationships between “dynamic” AM cues
and “static” audio-frequency level discrimination. The question addressed is how gated and continuous level discrimination and AM detection thresholds are related. Based on the
results of the first experiment, one hypothesis is that AM
detection should not depend on the choice of gating parameters if the same mechanism underlies AM detection and AM
depth discrimination.
To test this hypothesis, the dynamic AM stimuli were
matched to the static level-increment stimuli in their carrier
frequency 共5.5 kHz兲, standard level 共70 dB SPL兲, overall duration 共500 ms兲, and onset/offset ramp duration 共50 ms兲. Restricting the ramp duration parameter to be the same resulted
in an AM stimulus that contained five cycles of 10-Hz SAM
signal 共50 ms on+ 50 ms off= 100 ms period兲. Different
combinations of gated versus fringe presentation modes and
static versus dynamic fluctuations in the target interval resulted in the five test stimuli used in the extension of experiment I. Schematics of the envelope waveforms in each condition are shown in Fig. 2共b兲. For clarity, a two-interval task
is represented 共a 3AFC task was used in the actual experiment兲, with the target interval onset beginning at 0.5 s and
the standard interval beginning at 1.5 s. Conditions with
temporal fringes were identified as INC 共static increment兲,
AM1 共dynamic AM increment, with a dc offset兲, and AM2
共dynamic AM increment, no dc offset兲. Gated stimuli were
labeled ID 共static gated intensity discrimination兲 and AM
共gated AM detection兲.
Mean data across eight listeners are shown in Fig. 2共a兲.
Performance is defined in terms of a Weber fraction, where
⌬I is determined by the difference between the maximum
and minimum values of the envelope in the target interval for
the AM conditions 共open symbols兲, and by the difference in
peak intensities across the standard and target intervals in the
audio-frequency level-discrimination conditions 共closed
symbols兲.
One main result is that thresholds were similar for all
three fringe conditions INC, AM1, and AM2 关Fig. 2共a兲兴, and
2172
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for both gated conditions ID and AM 共t test p values for
these comparisons were all greater than 0.13兲. This finding
suggests that the system was not more sensitive when several
dynamic temporal envelope fluctuations were presented than
when a fixed energy increment with a single onset and offset
was used. The similarity between thresholds in AM1 and
AM2 suggests that the listeners were probably not using an
overall level cue in condition AM1. The finding that the INC
and AM1 and AM2 stimuli produce similar thresholds supports the hypothesis that increment detection is linked to
modulation detection 共and not primarily based on the detection of an energy change兲.
Another comparison to make in Fig. 2共a兲 is across the
open symbols 共conditions with SAM in the target interval兲.
Listeners were more sensitive in a low-f m AM-detection task
with a temporal fringe 共AM2兲 than with gated carriers 共AM兲.
This is in line with noise-carrier studies of Viemeister 共1979兲
and Sheft and Yost 共1990兲, and with the tone-carrier experiments of Yost and Sheft 共1997兲, but seemingly at odds with
the result from the depth-discrimination task, where gating
parameters had no effect for discrimination of a suprathreshold AM depth. Converting the thresholds to 20 log m,
the difference between thresholds in the AM2 condition
共−32 dB兲 and the gated AM condition 共−26.5 dB兲 amounts
to about 5.5 dB.
C. Discussion
1. Adaptation and change detection

The similarity between gated and quasi-continuous AM
depth discrimination thresholds can be interpreted in terms
of the adaptation mechanisms that have been used to qualitatively explain the audio-frequency asymmetry in performance seen in gated-carrier level discrimination and
continuous-carrier increment detection 共see the Introduction兲. If an increased amount of adaptation in gated conditions underlies gated-continuous differences, then the current
results suggest one of at least two conclusions in the
envelope-frequency domain. Either there is little or no adaptation at the output of modulation-tuned channels or, if there
is adaptation, then the response to an increment in AM depth
must decrease with the same time course as the adaptation,
so that the relative response increment remains constant as a
function of time.
There is some peripheral physiology that initially appears consistent with a transformation supporting the latter
interpretation. Smith et al. 共1985兲 reported a decrease in the
AM response modulation of ANFs as a function of time: the
response modulation depth decreased with short-term adaptation 共i.e., the effect lasted for approximately 10 ms兲. In
contrast with the current study, Smith et al. 共1985兲 used
stimuli with high AM frequencies 共150– 600 Hz兲 and imposed the modulation on gated carriers with short 共2.5 ms兲
rise-fall times. For the lower fluctuation rates 共4 – 64 Hz兲 and
slow 共50 ms兲 ramp functions used here, it is unlikely that the
small effect observed in peripheral physiology could have an
impact on the observed similarity between gated and continuous AM depth-discrimination thresholds. This leads back
to the alternative explanation, namely that there is negligible
Nelson et al.: Modulation depth discrimination and masking release

perceptual adaptation to AM stimulation observed with the
ramp and exposure durations used in the current study.
Perceptual coding of AM is usually assumed to be
strongly influenced by central processing factors. This is because modulation-tuned channels are not found in the periphery, and the temporal responses of ANFs can robustly follow
modulations to significantly higher rates than the several
hundred Hertz 共Joris and Yin, 1992兲 that human listeners can
detect as a temporal 共i.e., not spectrally resolved兲 cue 共Kohlrausch et al., 2000兲. The responses of cells in the inferior
colliculus 共IC兲 appear to be more tightly coupled to psychophysical measures than peripheral responses 共Joris et al.,
2004兲, and temporal adaptation in responses of IC neurons to
AM stimuli with relatively long onset and offset ramps is
often negligible 共Nelson and Carney, 2007兲.
An alternative way to conceptually account for the
audio-frequency gated-continuous difference is to assume the
existence of a modulation filter bank that processes the
stimuli at the output of peripheral filters, generating an effective additional dimension. An increment in the SPL of a
sound activates at least the low-frequency modulation channels, where the amount of activity depends on the exact
stimulus characteristics and the transfer functions of the
modulation filters. As recently shown by Gallun and Hafter
共2006兲, increment detection thresholds can be quantitatively
accounted for by assuming a modulation-frequency selective
analysis. In contrast, in the gated-carrier level-discrimination
conditions, the most effective cue is reflected in the dc component 共or in the lowest available modulation filter兲 in such a
model. The finding that a similar asymmetry between increment detection and level discrimination was not found in the
AM domain may suggest that analogous circuitry, i.e., another “independent” 共venelope兲 domain, does not exist, or
has a negligible influence on perception.
2. Relation to previous work

Wojtczak and Viemeister 共1999兲 compared intensity discrimination and low-f m SAM detection with continuouscarrier pure tones across a wide range of standard SPLs and
arrived at an empirical formulation of the relationship between the two measures: 10 log共⌬I / I兲 = 0.44共20 log m兲
+ D共f m兲, where D共f m兲 is a constant that depends only on
modulation frequency. For a 4-Hz signal AM, Wojtczak and
Viemeister determined this constant to be 1.7; for the 10-Hz
signal AM used in the current study, D共f m兲 would probably
take on a slightly lower value. With continuous 70-dB SPL
carriers, a 10-Hz modulation rate, and assuming D共f m兲 to be
1.7, our data are reasonably consistent with the proposed
empirical formula: 10 log共⌬I / I兲 = −10.9 dB 共INC condition
in Fig. 2 and 0.44共20 log m兲 + 1.7= −12.5 dB 共AM2 condition
in Fig. 2兲. Decreasing the value of D共f m兲 or inserting the
modulation thresholds measured with the AM2 stimuli 共SAM
with a dc component兲 would make the equation’s predictive
ability worse. Wojtczak and Viemeister 共1999兲 speculated
that the empirical relationship might also hold for gated carriers, but did not test this hypothesis explicitly. The current
data allow for such a test. In the gated intensity discrimination task 共ID兲 here, 10 log共⌬I / I兲 = −6.6 dB, while in the
gated AM detection condition 共AM兲, 0.44共20 log m兲 + 1.7=
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

−10.0 dB. The match to the proposed formula is worse in
this condition, suggesting that it does not directly generalize
to describe the relationship using gated stimuli.
III. EXPERIMENT II. TONE-IN-NOISE DETECTION
WITH A MODULATED MASKER IN THE
ENVELOPE-FREQUENCY DOMAIN

The goal of the second experiment was to determine the
extent to which listeners could use slow and regular temporal
fluctuations in the instantaneous depth of a 共stochastic兲
masker modulation to aid in the detection of a 共deterministic兲
sinusoidal signal modulation. The stimuli were designed to
maximize the availability of potential release-from-masking
cues in an envelope-domain transposition of a typical audiofrequency CMR paradigm.
A. Methods

Details of the listeners, apparatus, and procedure were
the same as in the first set of experiments. This section addresses any remaining differences, which were mainly limited to stimulus parameters.
The carrier was again a 5.5-kHz pure tone with 50-ms
raised-cosine windows applied to the onset and offset. The
overall SPL of the standard and target were normalized to
have the same rms level as a 70-dB SPL pure tone. Observation intervals were separated by a 500-ms silent interval.
In the two standard intervals, the tonal carrier was modulated
by a Gaussian noise, which had a 120-Hz bandwidth 共BW兲
and was geometrically centered around 32 Hz, from
8 to 128 Hz. The average masker modulation depth was
−13.2 dB rms 共m = 0.22; for a 120-Hz BW the noise had a
“spectrum level” of −34 dB兲. This combination of masker
depth and BW was chosen to 共1兲 ensure significant masking
of the 32-Hz signal AM 共presented only in the target interval兲, 共2兲 avoid overmodulation 共no stimuli with modulation
depths greater than one were presented to the listeners兲, and
共3兲 provide a potential opportunity for across-modulationchannel processes to enhance detection performance 关by using a BW greater than that of the putative modulation filters,
which are typically described as having half-power Q-values
between 0.5 and 2 共e.g., Lorenzi et al., 2001; Wojtczak and
Viemeister, 2005兲, or effective BWs between 16 and 64 Hz
for a channel tuned to 32 Hz兴.
Masker waveforms in each interval were independent
noise realizations, generated digitally by setting the Fourier
coefficients outside the desired pass-band to zero. In the
baseline conditions 共analogous to unmodulated conditions in
audio-frequency CMR experiments兲, no further manipulations were made of the masker waveform before the 32-Hz
sinusoidal AM 共always in sine phase兲 was added and the
resulting envelope signal imposed on the carrier. A general
equation for the final stimulus is
s共t兲 = c兵sin共2 f ct兲关1 + m sin共2 f mt兲 + M共t兲兴其,
where c is a scalar that equalizes the overall audio-frequency
power in each interval, f c is the carrier frequency, m is the
target modulation depth 共zero in the standard interval兲, f m is
the signal modulation frequency 共32 Hz兲, and M共t兲 is the
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FIG. 3. Example temporal envelopes of the stimuli used to test for
envelope-domain comodulation masking release. Standard-interval envelopes 共left兲 are defined by the masker-alone waveform; target interval envelopes 共right兲 are made up of an additive combination of masker and sinusoidal signal AM. R: Baseline 共unmodulated, or random masker兲 condition.
CSAM: Sinusoidal venelope fluctuations. CSQ: Square-wave venelope fluctuations. For all stimuli, f c = 5500 Hz; standard SPL= 70 dB; masker BW
= 120 Hz, geometrically centered on the 32-Hz signal frequency; observation interval duration= 500 ms; signal depth m = 40%; venelope fluctuation
rate= 4 Hz.

masker waveform. In contrast to the baseline condition,
the comparison, or “comodulated,” masker waveforms
were further processed before being combined with the
signal SAM. Slow, coherent, and regular 共sinusoidal or
square wave兲 temporal fluctuations were imposed on the
instantaneous masker modulation depth, M共t兲. This resulted in a stimulus with a time-varying venelope. In all of
the comparison conditions, the imposed venelope fluctuations were maximal in the sense that the nominal envelope
depth of the masker varied between zero and the peak
value. Examples of the time waveforms that were used to
modulate the carrier are shown in Fig. 3; masker-alone
共standard兲 waveforms are illustrated on the left, signalplus-noise envelopes are shown on the right. Baseline unmodulated masker 共R兲, sinusoidally modulated masker
共CSAM兲, and square-wave-modulated masker 共CSQ兲 conditions are shown.
Imposing slow fluctuations in the envelope can affect
the resulting modulation spectra 共i.e., sidebands are generated when the envelope is modulated, just as they are in the
audio-frequency spectrum when a carrier is modulated兲. One
way to avoid this complication is to filter the noise after it is
modulated; the trade-off when using this strategy is that the
temporal waveform is slightly changed, usually in the form
of ringing caused by the band-limiting. To control for this
issue, thresholds were measured when the masker envelope
bandwidth was limited either before 共condition CSAM
⬘ 兲 or after 共condition CSAM兲 imposing the slow venelope fluctuations
in both the baseline and comparison conditions.
In the first part of the experiment, the venelope fluctuation rate was fixed at 4 Hz 共two cycles were presented for
each 500-ms signal兲, and the waveform used to modulate the
共first-order兲 AM noise was varied, both in terms of its shape
and its amplitude. In the extension of the experiment, the
duration of the signals was extended to 2 s to allow for the
use of even slower venelope fluctuation rates 共from
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0.5 to 4 Hz兲. An equal-energy 共in terms of the envelope
rms兲, square-wave venelope masker was used with the 2-s
signals.
For comparison, thresholds were also measured for the
same listeners in an audio-frequency CMR paradigm with
parameters designed to 共loosely兲 parallel those used in the
envelope-frequency experiment. In both the audio- and
envelope-domain experiments, detection thresholds of a midfrequency sinusoidal signal embedded in a moderately intense and wideband 共with regard to putative bandwidths of
modulation or auditory filters兲 Gaussian masker were measured. Slow and regular fluctuations were imposed on the
masker in both domains; release from masking was defined
as improved thresholds in the conditions using modulated
maskers over those using noises with flat temporal venelopes
or envelopes.
Specific audio-frequency parameters were 2-kHz signal
frequency, 800-Hz masker bandwidth 共geometrically centered on the signal frequency兲, a masker spectrum level of
30 dB SPL 共overall rms level= 59 dB SPL兲, and a 32-Hz
共first-order兲 sinusoidal AM imposed on the masker. Observation and interstimulus intervals were 500 ms. The tone level
was adaptively varied initially in steps of 8 dB; the initial
step size was halved after each of the first two track reversals
occurring after consecutive correct responses until it reached
2 dB. Again, the mean of six reversals was taken as threshold for a given track. These parameters were chosen to maintain the same within-channel to across-channel energy ratios
in the audio- and envelope-frequency CMR experiments. Assuming a typical 3-dB effective bandwidth of 200 Hz at
2 kHz in the audio-frequency task, the ratio of withinchannel to across-channel energy was approximately
200 Hz: 800 Hz 共or ⬃1 : 4兲, which is similar to the ratio of
32 Hz: 120 Hz used in the envelope-domain task.
B. Results
1. No release from masking in the envelopefrequency domain for 500-ms stimuli

The magnitude of audio-frequency CMR with a wideband masker centered on the tone frequency and fully modulated by a deterministic waveform in the comodulated conditions is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. Thresholds were
about 10 dB lower in conditions with a comodulated masker
共C兲 than in the random 共flat masker兲 case 共R兲. The magnitude
of the effect is close to that observed in a previous study
using similar stimulus parameters 共Verhey et al., 1999兲.
The new contribution of the current experiment was to
translate the parameters that result in significant audiofrequency CMR into the envelope-frequency domain. Puretone carrier SAM detection thresholds were measured in the
presence of several types of additive modulation maskers. A
release from masking would take the form of lower thresholds in the conditions with slow and regular variations imposed on the instantaneous masker modulation depth when
compared to performance in the conditions with a flatenvelope 共Gaussian兲 masker modulation.
Within the right panel of Fig. 4, SAM detection thresholds are shown for the four masker conditions described
Nelson et al.: Modulation depth discrimination and masking release

FIG. 4. Effects of imposing slow and regular fluctuations on the masker
amplitude in the envelope- and audio-frequency domains. Conditions correspond to different temporal shapes imposed on the masker amplitude. Left
panel: Audio-frequency thresholds. R: random flat masker envelope 共unmodulated兲. C: 32-Hz SAM masker envelope, filtered after modulation and
not equalized for overall energy increment caused by modulation. Right
panel: Envelope-frequency thresholds. R: flat venelope masker 共unmodulated兲. CSAM: 4-Hz SAM venelope, noise filtered after modulation. CSAM
⬘ :
4-Hz SAM venelope, noise only filtered prior to modulation. CSQ: 4-Hz
square-wave venelope, noise filtered after imposing the 4-Hz fluctuations.
Conditions CSAM, CSAM
⬘ , and CSQ were compensated for the small overall
increase in masker energy caused by the modulation. Error bars indicate ±1
standard deviation of the individual mean thresholds

above. The average thresholds were all between −12 and
−15 dB 共20 log m兲, and none of the comodulated condition
thresholds were significantly different from those measured
in the random condition 共t-test p values= 0.18, 0.34, and
0.68兲. The results indicate that the listeners were unable to
take advantage of the slow and regular venelope fluctuations
imposed on the first-order masker.
2. Extending the time course of the slow masker
fluctuations

In the square-wave venelope masker conditions above,
the listeners were presented with two 125-ms segments of
the unmasked pure SAM 32-Hz signal in the target interval
共four complete cycles兲 between two 125-ms segments containing both the signal and masker modulation. This duration
of pure-signal AM was insufficient to give rise to a release
from masking. However, intuitively, one expects that there
must be a release from masking if the periods of low masker
energy are long enough. To further investigate the time
course of the effect, it was necessary to increase the overall
duration of each interval to 2 s to accommodate more than
one cycle of the slow masker modulation. Square-wave
venelope waveforms with rates of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 Hz were
imposed on the same modulation masker used with the
500-ms
signals
共120-Hz BW geometrically centered on the 32-Hz signal
rate, with an average depth of −13.2 dB rms兲, and detection
thresholds were determined again for a 32-Hz signal AM.
Detection thresholds for the 2-s stimuli are shown in
Fig. 5. Individual thresholds are shown in addition to the
mean results 共diamonds兲 because of the relatively high intersubject variability. For all four of the listeners, performance
improved with decreasing venelope fluctuation rates over the
range of frequencies tested. The parameters of the stimuli
used in the 4-Hz condition were identical to those used with
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

FIG. 5. Individual and mean 32-Hz SAM detection thresholds as a function
of the frequency of the square-wave venelope fluctuations imposed on the
first-order masker modulation. Stimulus parameters were the same as those
in condition CSQ of Fig. 4, except the overall duration was increased to 2 s.
Error bars plotted with individual listener data represent across-track standard deviations; those with the mean data indicate across-listener standard
deviations.

the 500-ms stimuli 共condition CSQ in Fig. 4兲; mean performance improved by about 2.5 dB as a result of increasing the
stimulus duration.
Thresholds asymptote near the expected pure-AM detection thresholds for listeners L1, L2, and L3; the remaining
listener 共L4兲 was less sensitive overall and continued to show
improvement between the 1- and 0.5-Hz conditions. Overall,
the listeners required at least 500-ms periods of unmasked
SAM signal between masker bursts to reach performance
near the 32-Hz SAM detection thresholds expected for a
70-dB SPL, 5.5-kHz pure tone carrier 共between −25 and
−30 dB; e.g., Kohlrausch et al., 2000兲. The relatively high
thresholds observed for the 2- and 4-Hz venelope frequencies suggest that the perceptually relevant decision variable
is either integrated over a long interval, or that the internal
representation of the signal AM is affected by preceding
masker modulations for several hundred milliseconds. Anecdotally, listeners reported that the masker bursts were perceptually fused for venelope rates above 2 Hz and gradually
became identifiable as temporally distinct and separable
events at rates below 2 Hz.
C. Discussion

The findings from experiment II are consistent with
those of experiment I in that venelope fluctuations did not
appear to contribute to performance in envelope-frequencydomain versions of either task. In other words, there does not
appear to be an additional independent coding dimension
that the listeners have access to in the translated 共modulation
domain兲 experiments as there apparently is in the audiofrequency domain.
1. Relation to previous work

The results of our effort to measure CMR in the
envelope-frequency domain are in qualitative agreement
with the findings of several previous studies. Wojtczak and
Viemeister 共2005兲 also showed that a modulated envelope
preceding a SAM signal imposed on the same carrier could
affect detection performance for masker-probe delays of up
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to 200 ms. Their AM forward-masking paradigm used a
wideband noise carrier, a sinusoidal masker AM, and a short
共50-ms兲 signal that was present only after the masker. The
broadly similar time course of masking observed in the two
studies suggests that a single mechanism could underlie both
effects, and that it is independent of the statistical description
of the carrier and masker. It is not obvious what this mechanism might be; in fact, if one assumes ringing or persistence
as the underlying mechanism, neither effect would be expected based on the broadly tuned nature of the putative
modulation filters, since the “trade-off” for implementing
broad signal-processing filters is that the response recovers
quickly from stimulation.
The information available to cochlear implant 共CI兲 users
is provided largely in the form of temporal envelope fluctuations imposed on the amplitude or duration of current pulses
presented to stimulating electrodes. Nelson et al. 共2003兲 and
Nelson and Jin 共2004兲 measured performance of CI users in
a speech recognition task with a temporally modulated noise
masker, and varied the “gate frequency” from 1 to 32 Hz.
They found that CI users did not benefit from temporal gaps
in the noise masker as long as 500 ms 共performance was
independent of the gate frequency兲. Conclusions from the CI
experiments seem consistent with those from the current
study: in conditions with severely impoverished spectralfrequency cues, listeners are unable to use relatively long
temporal gaps in a noise masker to aid in the detection of a
signal.
2. Interpreting time courses

The extended-time-course AM-detection experiment
suggests a long integration time constant operating at some
stage presumably central to the putative envelope-filtering
process. Such a statement is consistent with “long-term”
masked AM detection decision statistics that quantify responses based on an averaged representation of the processed
stimulus envelope, such as envelope rms 共e.g., Strickland
and Viemeister, 1996; Ewert and Dau, 2000; Ewert et al.,
2002兲 or the average firing rate of a model IC cell 共Nelson
and Carney, 2006兲. However, it is worth pointing out that the
current data set does not necessitate the assumption of such a
time-averaged decision variable. It remains possible that a
“local feature” decision variable 共e.g., envelope max/min ratio or maximum local modulation depth兲 could be used, but
that the listeners combine information from multiple looks
共e.g., Sheft and Yost, 1990; Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991兲
of the details of the local features.
Cortical physiological studies have provided evidence
for long-lasting modulation of responses to envelope fluctuations that might underlie the apparent perceptual sluggishness observed here. Using pure-tone forward masking paradigms in the primary auditory cortex 共A1兲, several groups
have shown that the response to a short probe signal could be
affected by the presence of a masker that preceded the probe
by as much as several hundred ms or longer 共e.g., Calford
and Semple, 1995; Brosch and Schreiner, 1997; Ulanovsky
et al., 2004兲. If the masker had a similar audio-frequency
composition to that of the probe 共as it did in the current
study兲, the response to the probe was usually suppressed. In
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a recent study of the unanesthetized marmoset A1 that used
stimuli more similar to those used in the current psychophysical experiments, Bartlett and Wang 共2005兲 examined
the contextual dependence of AM responses on previous
stimulation. Their findings were in qualitative agreement
with those of the AM forward masking studies, but the observed suppression 共or facilitation兲 of a probe AM stimulus
could last longer than 1 s in some neurons and depended on
the modulation properties of the preceding stimulus. To date,
the authors are not aware of physiological results at any level
that address the effect of a nonsimultaneous masker modulation imposed on the same tone carrier as a deterministic signal modulation. In all of the studies mentioned above, the
probe and masker were imposed at different times on separate carriers 共i.e., the stimuli were gated兲. It would be interesting to know whether physiological time courses of adaptation to AM are different for gated and continuous carriers.
IV. MODELING
A. Methods

A physiologically motivated processing model developed to predict peripheral and central neural responses to
pure SAM tones 共Nelson and Carney, 2004兲 and psychophysical responses to masked SAM tones 共Nelson and Carney, 2006兲 was used to simulate responses to the stimuli used
in the current study. The peripheral model was a modification
of previous AN models 共Carney, 1993; Zhang et al., 2001;
Heinz et al., 2001a兲, and the final model output can be compared to pure-tone onset response cells in the IC. Interactions
between fast excitation and slow inhibition give rise to
modulation tuning in the model IC cells. Since the two inputs
are matched in audio-frequency CF, the model is referred to
as the same-frequency inhibition and excitation 共SFIE兲
model, as in Nelson and Carney 共2004兲. In the current study,
the relative strength of the inhibition with respect to the excitation of the model IC cells 共SINH,IC兲 was set equal to 1.0.
This parameter was important for determining the threshold
modulation depth required to elicit firing in the model cells:
values of SINH,IC 艋 1 resulted in lower depth thresholds than
SINH,IC values greater than one 共i.e., stronger inhibition re:
excitation兲. The time constants of inhibition 共inh兲 and excitation 共exc兲 were chosen to yield a cell that was tuned to the
signal f m of interest 共see Nelson and Carney, 2004兲.
B. Results and discussion

Simulation results are described and discussed with
three specific psychophysical observations in mind: 共1兲
audio-frequency level-discrimination thresholds depend on
the choice of gating mode 共experiment I兲, 共2兲 AM detection
thresholds depend on gating mode 共experiment I extension兲
while AM depth-discrimination thresholds do not 共experiment I兲, and 共3兲 masked SAM detection thresholds do not
readily improve when the masker is comodulated 共experiment II兲. The first finding is examined most carefully with
the model, and those results are used as justification for the
assumptions made with the remaining sets of data. In general, the modeling work is meant to qualitatively test the
ability of an existing, physiologically motivated envelopeNelson et al.: Modulation depth discrimination and masking release

FIG. 6. Simulated responses to standard and target stimuli for the AN and
IC levels of the SFIE model. Upper panels: 20 dB SPL standard level; lower
panels: 60 dB SPL standard level. The target interval level was 3 dB higher
than the standard. Left panels: gated stimuli; right panels: fringe presentation mode.

processing model to account for broad and basic features of
the data. This approach intentionally lies between speculating on potential mechanisms and explicitly predicting listeners’ thresholds with a specific 共i.e., fitted兲 model.
1. Audio-frequency domain level discrimination with
gated and continuous carriers

By definition, modulation-tuned neurons are also envelope change detectors, and the properties that underlie AM
responses in these neurons can also qualitatively explain the
audio-frequency gated-continuous difference. To illustrate
this point and to provide a concrete example of a component
of a realistic neural circuit that predicts a heightened sensitivity to increments over changes in the level of gated tone
bursts, the SFIE model was applied to the audio-frequency
stimuli used in the current study.
Instantaneous firing rate 共IFR兲 functions are shown in
Fig. 6 for the responses of two stages of the model. The
functions are comparable to physiological peri-stimulus time
histograms 共PSTHs兲 obtained for the AN 共e.g., Harris and
Dallos, 1979兲 and the IC 共e.g., Langner and Schreiner, 1988兲
and were generated for eight illustrative conditions. Both AN
and IC model responses are included in each of the panels of
Fig. 6, which correspond to a specific combination of gating
mode 共gated or fringe兲 and standard SPL 共20 or 60 dB兲. The
timing of the standard 共S兲 and target 共T兲 stimulus presentation is marked by the two horizontal bars from 0.5– 1 s and
1.5– 2 s. A 3-dB level increment in the target interval was
used. Other parameters of the stimuli were matched to those
used in the psychophysical experiment. The IC model time
constants 共exc = 10 ms; inh = 20 ms兲 were chosen to yield a
cell tuned to the effective 10-Hz modulation rate caused by
the 50-ms onset and offset ramps.
First, consider the model outputs in response to a 20-dB
standard-interval SPL tone 共upper panels of Fig. 6兲. Here, the
most critical differences between the modeled AN and IC
responses are in the steady-state portion: ANFs respond with
sustained firing to pure-tone stimulation, while the IC model
only fires when the stimulus envelope elicits a change in the
peripheral response. This is most clearly seen at envelope
transitions with rising slopes, but offset adaptation in the
peripheral model also results in a small response at the offset
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

FIG. 7. Rate difference profiles for different gating modes 共left and right
panels兲 and levels of the model 共upper and lower panels兲 in response to a
3-dB level increment. Each curve represents changes in the model rate responses for a 5500-Hz tone with a fixed standard SPL. Twenty-five model
cells, log-spaced from 1375 to 22 000 Hz, were simulated for each standard
level and gating mode.

of the gated stimuli in the IC model. Note also that the IC
model responds to both standard and target intervals when
the intervals are gated 共left panel兲, but only to the target
interval in the fringe conditions 共right panel兲. The AN model
responses are always nonzero when a stimulus is present,
although there is no change in the response from the baseline
to the fringe-condition standard interval.
Because of rate saturation effects in the AN model, the
pattern of model responses was quite different when a 60-dB
standard tone SPL was used 共Fig. 6, lower panels兲. Specifically, the target interval increment did not elicit a change in
the fringe-condition responses of either the AN or IC model.
As a result, a model consisting only of high-spontaneous rate
共SR兲, on-CF ANFs at medium to high SPLs predicts unrealistically high level discrimination thresholds 共Colburn et al.,
2003兲. There are two popular ways to account for psychophysical performance at high SPLs and high frequencies.
One is to unevenly and heavily weight the contribution of
low-SR ANFs 共Winslow and Sachs, 1988; Delgutte, 1987;
Viemeister, 1988兲. This approach is not completely satisfying, because such high-threshold, wide dynamic range ANFs
make up only ⬃15% of the total population in cat 共Liberman, 1978兲 and only exist at high CFs 共⬎1500 Hz, Winter
and Palmer, 1991兲. Another aspect of the response to highlevel tones that may provide information for discrimination
is in the spread of excitation across a population of neurons
共Viemeister, 1972; Florentine et al., 1987; Heinz et al.,
2001b; Colburn et al., 2003兲. To address this issue, standard
and target stimuli were presented to a group of model cells
with different CFs.
Responses across the population were quantified in
terms of their average rate over the entire 500 ms of the
stimulus. Peripheral 共AN兲 differences in the model’s rate responses are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 7 and central
共IC兲 rate differences are plotted in the lower panels. The
parameter in each panel of Fig. 7 is the standard level. As in
Fig. 6, gated and fringe conditions are illustrated in the left
and right panels, respectively. For all four combinations of
gating mode and model stage, the biggest differences in rate
between the target and standard interval moved progressively
away from the tone frequency 共5500 Hz兲 as the standard SPL
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was increased. This is consistent with previous studies using
simulations of high-SR ANFs 共e.g., Siebert, 1968; Heinz et
al., 2001b; Colburn et al., 2003兲 and is caused entirely by
saturation in the present model 共because a linear basilar
membrane model was used兲. A model version with leveldependent bandwidth and gain 关i.e., a time-varying compressive nonlinearity 共Heinz et al., 2001a兲兴 was also tested, and a
similar pattern was obtained, suggesting that effects caused
by saturation dominate those caused by compression when
low-threshold, high-SR ANFs are used to estimate the population response.
Another feature of the differences in model rates was
that the shapes of the profiles were similar for the responses
of both stages of the model. This was a direct result of the
simplified nature of the SFIE IC model neurons. Absolute
values of the rate differences were significantly higher in the
AN model 共note the different scales for the upper and lower
panels兲; this was not surprising given the sustained nature of
responses to pure tones in the AN model and transient characteristics of the IC model responses. Finally, comparing
across the gated and fringe conditions, the changes in model
rates were not strongly dependent on the mode of gating for
either the AN or IC model population.
The similarity of absolute rate differences for the gated
and fringe conditions for both stages of the model does not
provide a compelling explanation of the gated-continuous
difference. It does, however, lead to a consideration of another feature of neural responses that must be known 共or
assumed兲 before predicting performance: the variability of
rate estimates 共e.g., Siebert, 1965兲. In actual ANFs, rate variability can be reasonably described as Poisson, with spikecount variance approximately equal to the mean count 关at
least at low rates, see Young and Barta 共1986兲 and Winter
and Palmer 共1991兲 for a description of the reduced-variance
deviation from Poisson at high rates兴. The situation is less
clear in more central processing stations, but, for simplicity,
Poisson variance will be assumed in the responses of both
stages of the model. These variance characterizations allow
for a relatively simple formulation of the information provided by each frequency channel in the population rate response 关following the approach of Siebert 共1965兲; for details
and derivations, also see Heinz et al. 共2001b兲兴:

␦⬘2共icf兲 =

关共rateT − rateS兲/Iinc兴2
2
rate

,

where 共rateT − rateS兲 is the rate difference term plotted in
Fig. 7, Iinc is the size of the target-interval increment 共a
value of 1 results in the 3-dB amplitude increment in the
2
is the variance of the rate reexamples shown兲, and rate
sponse. Our Poisson assumption allows for a simple esti2
: it is assumed to be equal to the average rate
mate of rate
共across both standard and target responses兲.
Information profiles, which incorporate both changes in
rate and contributions of assumed neural variability, are
shown in Fig. 8, in a format identical to that used to visualize
the rate differences alone in Fig. 7. The limits of the ordinates are identical in all four panels. When the response variability is taken into account, the AN population model still
predicts no advantage in the fringe condition relative to the
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FIG. 8. Across-frequency information profiles, arranged in the same format
as Fig. 7. This measure of sensitivity takes both neural variance and changes
in average rates into account.

gated presentation mode. In contrast, the envelope-changedetecting IC model clearly predicts a heightened sensitivity
to the fringe condition, for all three tested standard levels. In
addition, the overall summed population d⬘ 共related to the
area under the information profile curve兲 is higher for the
fringe-stimulus IC model rate responses than for the peripheral AN model responses. The gated-continuous difference in
the IC model is strongly influenced by the lower average rate
in the fringe condition, which translates into lower assumed
variability and higher values of d⬘.
While the exact values of predicted d⬘ and thresholds
depend on details of the parameters of the model and the
statistical description of the chosen internal noise assumption, overall trends and the difference between gated and
fringe conditions for the SFIE model with equal amplitude
inhibition and excitation do not. One of the key features of
the IC model that underlies the current explanation of the
audio-frequency gated-continuous difference is the fact that
there is some response to both intervals in the gated condition, and only a response to the target interval in the fringe
condition. The other critical assumption is an internal noise
process that predicts response variability that increases with
average rate. Such a change-detection mechanism could in
theory be independent of peripheral adaptation, although
there is an interaction between the two in the model, and
some interplay probably exists in the real system as well.
In contrast to psychophysics, where at standard levels
lower than about 20 dB above detection threshold, continuous and gated pedestals yield similar measures of performance 共Carlyon and Moore, 1986; Viemeister and Bacon,
1988兲, the SFIE model predicts a fringe advantage for all
supra-threshold standard SPLs. One way to potentially
modify the model to account for this level dependence would
be to add a second internal noise source with a fixed variance
共in addition to the assumed Poisson noise兲 to the final model
response.1
2. Envelope-frequency domain modulation detection
and discrimination with gated and continuous
carriers

AM detection thresholds 共at least at low modulation
rates兲 depend on whether the carrier is gated or quasicontinuous 共Fig. 2 of the current study; see also Viemeister,
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FIG. 9. SFIE model responses are qualitatively consistent with a fringe
advantage in AM detection and no fringe advantage in AM depth discrimination. Model responses are shown for a 2.5-s window centered on the
presentation of a standard followed by a target modulation. Simulated
PSTHs are shown for an AM detection paradigm 共top two panels兲 and an
AM depth discrimination task 共bottom two panels兲; gated and fringe conditions are included for both tasks. Stimulus parameters: f c = 5.5 kHz; SPL
= 70 dB; f m = 10 Hz; detection m = −20 dB; discrimination ms = −12 dB, mc
= −7 dB. Key model parameters: exc = 10 ms; inh = 20 ms; SINH,IC = 1; AN
CF= 2000 Hz.

1979; Sheft and Yost, 1990; Yost and Sheft, 1997兲: thresholds are significantly higher when a gated carrier is used. In
contrast, it was found that AM depth-discrimination thresholds 共ms = 0.25兲 were statistically identical for gated and
quasi-continuous carriers. Based on the results from the preceding section, analysis of the model in this section will be
focused on IC model responses away from CF, where the
biggest differences between standard and target were found.
IC model IFR functions are shown in Fig. 9 for 10-Hz
SAM detection 共top two panels兲 and 10-Hz SAM depth discrimination 共bottom panels兲 paradigms. The observation intervals were 0.5 s; the standard interval started at 0.5 s and
the target at 1.5 s. Labels in the upper left corner of each
panel indicate the gating mode for each response. Simulated
PSTHs for the AM-detection paradigm were similar to the IC
model responses in Fig. 6 for audio-frequency level discrimination, in that the gated stimuli elicited a response in both
the standard and target interval, while the fringe stimulus
resulted in a model response only in the target interval.
Again, if differences in both rate and variance are considered, model responses predict an enhanced sensitivity to the
fringe condition compared to the gated condition 共see preceding section兲.
In contrast, for AM depth discrimination 共lower panels
of Fig. 9兲 the IC model responded to both standard and target
interval in the gated and fringe conditions. Since both rate
differences and assumed rate variability are similar in these
conditions, the IC model predicts little or no difference in
thresholds between the gated and fringe presentation modes
共as observed in the data of experiment I兲.
3. CMR experiment

Two questions were investigated concerning the ability
of the model responses to qualitatively predict psychophysical trends observed with the stimuli used in the envelopefrequency-domain CMR experiment. First, does the model
correctly predict the absence of a release from masking with
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

FIG. 10. Model IC cell average rates and example IFR functions in response
to the stimuli used in the envelope-frequency CMR paradigm. Model parameters were the same as those used to generate the responses in Fig. 9,
except the AN CF= 2250 Hz, exc = 3 ms, and inh = 10 ms, which resulted in
a cell rate-tuned to the 32-Hz signal AM frequency. The signal depth was
fixed at −15 dB 共20 log m兲 in the target interval, and a square-wave venelope was imposed on the masker in the comodulated conditions 共as in the
extension to experiment II兲. For comparison, rates and IFRs elicited by the
random 共R兲, or unmodulated, condition are also included in the plot. The
duration of stimuli and IFRs was 2 s.

the 4-Hz venelope fluctuation rate and 32-Hz signal SAM
rate, as used in the base experiment? Second, is there an
effect of venelope fluctuation rate over the range considered
in the extension to the base CMR experiment?
To address the first question, a fixed-level signal SAM
共−15 dB in 20 log m兲 was added to the masker in the target
interval; model responses were quantified in terms of their
average firing rates 共across ten independent noise waveforms兲 in the random 共R兲 unmodulated condition and in the
4-Hz square-wave comodulated masker condition for both
standard and target intervals. If the model were consistent
with the listeners’ thresholds, the difference in the response
to the standard and target intervals should be independent of
the masker condition 共random or comodulated at 4 Hz兲. Figure 10 shows that this was not the case; average rates in the
random condition 共gray symbols兲 were more similar in the
standard 共䊊兲 and target 共䊐兲 intervals than the rates in the
4-Hz comodulated condition 共right-most connected points兲.
The disparity is caused by the reduced response magnitude in
the standard intervals of the comodulated conditions; targetinterval rates were largely independent of the venelope fluctuation patterns imposed on the masker.
The overall long-term envelope rms energy was identical in all of the noise-alone 共standard兲 intervals shown in Fig.
10; the suppression in rate for the comodulated condition
relative to that for the random condition was therefore
caused by a nonlinear relationship between envelope rms and
model IC cell average rate. The main factor contributing to
this relationship was the change in the slope of the rate versus stimulus modulation depth function: at low m, the slope
was shallower than at higher m. For example, when the
modulation depth of a pure 32-Hz SAM signal was varied
and presented to the cell simulated in Fig. 10, the slope of
the function was ⬃0.1 sp/ s / dB for −30 dB⬍ 20 log m ⬍
−25 dB, and ⬃0.9 sp/ s / dB for −5 ⬍ 20 log m ⬍ 0 dB. This
means that responses to small effective modulation depths
共such as the “ripples” caused by postmodulation filtering of
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the masker, or fluctuations in the masker away from the cell’s
best modulation frequency兲 were strongly attenuated in the
model, which resulted in a reduced overall response to the
modulated standard-interval stimulus.
Taken together, the rate responses of the model IC cell
were not consistent with the listeners’ inability to use the
fluctuations in the masker to improve thresholds in the
masked detection task. The schematic IFR functions included
in Fig. 10 along with the rate quantifications show that the
signal representation in the temporal responses of the model
IC cells also suggest an increased salience of the signal in the
comodulated conditions. The long effective time constants
apparently necessary to explain the time course of release
from masking observed in the extension of experiment II 共on
the order of hundreds of ms兲 are not included in model IC
cells tuned to a 32-Hz signal frequency; as a result, the current model does not predict the psychophysical increase in
thresholds with venelope fluctuation rate 共connected symbols
in Fig. 10.兲
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two audio-frequency paradigms were translated into the
envelope-frequency domain to assess the perceptual salience
of venelope 共second-order envelope兲 cues in continuouscarrier depth discrimination and SAM detection in the presence of a slowly varying noise masker. The experiments described here suggest a weak effect of temporal structure on
performance in the two envelope-processing tasks. Several
conclusions can be drawn from the empirical data and modeling results:
共i兲

共ii兲

共iii兲

共iv兲

共v兲
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Tone-carrier SAM-depth discrimination thresholds are
not dependent on the gating mode of the carrier 共i.e.,
gated or quasi-continuous兲, for a standard modulation
depth of −12 dB 共ms = 0.25兲 and modulation frequencies from 4 to 64 Hz. This contrasts with audiofrequency level discrimination results, which clearly
indicate a heightened sensitivity to level increments
when compared to gated-carrier level discrimination
measurements.
SAM detection thresholds 共or discrimination with a
standard depth ms = 0兲 are approximately 5 – 6 dB
lower when a quasi-continuous carrier is used than
when the observation-interval stimuli are gated 共for
f m = 10 Hz兲.
Masked detection thresholds of a 32-Hz signal AM do
not improve when the masker is slowly and coherently modulated with a 4-Hz venelope fluctuation
rate. This is true for both sinusoidal and square-wave
shaped comodulation. Audio-frequency tone detection
thresholds, on the other hand, are strongly affected by
the properties of the masker modulation.
To observe CMR in the envelope-frequency domain,
the period of masker modulation must be lengthened
until the masker bursts occur as perceptually distinct
events 共i.e., venelope fluctuation rates 艋1 – 2 Hz for a
32-Hz signal兲.
A simple model developed to predict responses to
SAM tones in the auditory midbrain can qualitatively
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 4, April 2007

account for several of the results, including the gatedcontinuous difference for pure-tone level discrimination and AM detection and the gated-continuous
“similarity” for AM depth discrimination. The model
does not, however, explain the listeners’ inability to
use relatively slow fluctuations in the instantaneous
masker modulation depth to improve performance in
the envelope-domain CMR task. Higher-order processing, possibly associated with auditory grouping
and/or segregation mechanisms, may need to be considered to account for results in the CMR task.
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